HEYHOUSES ENDOWED C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
Letter 3 January 6th, 2020
Dear Children,
I wonder what sort of day you have had today? Have you done your Maths and
English? Or did you do some more topic work? Which did you do first and was it your
favourite lesson? Oh I do miss talking to you all and finding out how your lessons are
going! Anyway, I hope it has all gone well.
I know that some of you have had Christmas presents
which are helping you with science. Margaret loves
science and when she was at Heyhouses, as a family
we visited the National Science Museum in London.
She always remembers the Space part and I think it
was that which inspired her to study Astronomy
when she got to Secondary school, alongside Physics.
I wonder if you know what is in these photographs?

When we can do more things again the Science Museum is a wonderful place to visit.
Nearer to home is the Manchester Museum of Science and Industry. We do school
visits there- something to look forward to in the future.

I have heard from some of you about Christmas presents you received and quite a few
people told me they had been bought cameras. I love my camera and while I often use
my mobile phone to take pictures when I am out and about, I still love taking ‘proper’
photographs with my camera which I can focus in different ways. Watch out for it
those in school, I am bringing it in this week!

Since my last Lockdown Letters I have been to the beach lots of times. Just after
Christmas I had a lovely walk, it was such a beautiful day it made me smile.
Remember things which make us smile are important.

I always like seeing the rivers which form on our
beach, the water is on a journey just like we are
and it weaves its way across the sand.
I love following the streams- where will they
lead? It is a little like now, where we don’t know
where things will lead us. Perhaps we should try
to think of this time with more of an ‘adventurous
spirit;’ there are always new and different
experiences coming our way- we cannot get
bored at least!
Thank you to everyone who has emailed and
responded to my letters or worship time.
I have had lots of lovely replies to my Journey
through January Rucksack. Adrianna had some
wonderful suggestions.

Our Year 6 Bubble did an
inspiring joint effort and their
handwriting and illustrations are
so wonderful I had to share
them! Thank you, your ideas
made me smile. Another smile
and another happy moment!

Perhaps you could write your
version?

Make sure you spot any Rainbows!
Remember lots of positivity!

Well done Year 6- you have been given
us some happy thoughts.

I must stop writing, I have had a text asking ‘what’s for tea’- and that wasn’t from Mr
Hodgson.
I haven’t replied, because I am not sure what it is right now- maybe Spaghetti
Bolognaise. That was a challenge to spell but is much easier to make!
Have a good evening and tune in for Worship time tomorrow- any time after 9 a.m.!
It depends what happens when I arrive at school; how many phone calls there are and
emails that need an answer straight away. I have a story to tell you tomorrow!

Remember, be patient and let’s do things safely.
Keep in touch…KEEP SMILING … and keep washing your hands.
With my love,
Mrs Hodgson

Our Lockdown banner from summer
2020.
Thank you Mrs McDonnell, it still gives us
courage.

